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Abstract

A descriptive account is given of the “Fusion by Diffusion” theory of nucleus-nucleus amalgamation. The stress is on explaining the physical elements that go into a theory that provides a general conceptual framework for describing nucleus-nucleus fusion, but whose detailed implementation is subject to some flexibility. Despite notable successes, the theory is in need of improvements both as regards the inclusion of important physical refinements and the optimal choice of its adjustable parameter(s).

1 Introduction

The topic of this article is how to make a very heavy nucleus out of two lighter ones. In the last 40-50 years we have learned a lot about this problem from experiments carried out at many nuclear physics laboratories in the world (see review articles of Hofmann [1] and Oganessian [2]), but understanding the physics of fusion of very heavy nuclear systems is still a central topic of research in nuclear physics. This article will focus on the approach to this problem formulated in Refs. [3, 4, 5] and known as the Fusion by Diffusion Model that we have been developing in the past few years. We will not attempt to review other theories in this field, some of them based on closely related physics. Compared to those theories, our description is weighted towards simplicity and algebraic rather than computer-intensive techniques. Progressively more comprehensive comparisons with experimental data will determine the degree of usefulness of such a simplified approach.

2 Experimental data

Broadly speaking there are two types of experiments aiming to produce very heavy nuclei in the range of atomic numbers $Z = 102$ to $Z = 118$: the hot and cold fusion reactions. The former uses the neutron rich projectile $^{48}$Ca to bombard targets such as U, Pu, Am, Cm and Cf. The latter uses targets of $^{208}$Pb or $^{209}$Bi and projectiles ranging from Ca to Kr (see Fig. 1). In the hot fusion reactions the excitation energy of the resulting compound nucleus is such that typically at least three neutrons have to be evaporated to cool down the
nucleus to its ground state. In cold fusion reactions only one neutron needs to be evaporated as a rule. This makes it considerably easier to estimate theoretically the relevant cross sections and we will focus on the cold fusion reactions as the best candidates for disentangling the physics of what goes on in nucleus-nucleus amalgamation.

Figure 1: This is a comparison of the logarithms of theoretical and experimental peak cross sections for making elements with atomic numbers from 102 to 118 in one-neutron-out reactions using targets of $^{208}$Pb and $^{209}$Bi bombarded with the projectiles listed along the Z-axis. The solid circles refer to measured peak values, the open circles to estimates based on the values measured only at one or two energies. The uppermost curve shows the calculated cross sections for overcoming the Coulomb barrier, the middle curve the cross sections for forming a compound nucleus. See text. Figure taken from [3].

At this time there exist some 18 measurements providing information (sometimes very fragmentary) on the excitation functions for producing evaporation residues in cold fusion reactions. The cross sections range from about 300 nb for $Z = 102$ to about 0.00005 nb for $Z = 113$ [6]. Plotted on a logarithmic scale one sees a roughly
Figure 2: Schematic explanation of the appearance of a hindrance to fusion for very heavy nuclear systems. For light reacting systems the tangent configuration is on the inside of the saddle point shape in elongation space. Beyond a critical size of the reacting system the saddle moves inside the tangent configuration and an uphill diffusion is necessary for the system to reach the compound nucleus configuration. Figure taken from [3].

linear trend with Z showing a total decrease of 6.5 orders of magnitude, or an average factor of about 4 per one increment in Z (see Fig. 1). The striking feature of this trend is the implication that some new physics has entered the mechanism of fusion for reactions between heavy target-projectile combinations, those where the product of the two atomic numbers exceeds about 1600. This is because conventional theories that work well for reactions between lighter nuclei, when applied to the heavier ones, overestimate the cross sections by factors that reach almost six orders of magnitude in the case of $Z = 112$. These conventional theories consider the cross section for amalgamating two lighter nuclei into a heavier one in its ground state as the product of two factors: the cross section for the target and projectile to stick, and the probability for the excited compound nucleus
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(assumed to be formed automatically after sticking) to survive fission (as well as the emission of a second neutron if the cross section in question refers to a one-neutron-out reaction). Thus:

\[ \text{Fusion} = \text{Stick} \times \text{Survive}. \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

The abovementioned data suggest that for the heavier reactions there appears a third factor, a hindrance to fusion (see Fig. 1). So the first challenge is to understand the reason for this "fusion hindrance" for reactions between very heavy nuclei.

3 The fusion hindrance

The qualitative reason for the hindrance has, in fact, been known since the eighties and has to do with a simple geometrical feature [7]. One needs to recall that a nucleus owes its stability to the existence of a local minimum or hollow in the (multidimensional) deformation space describing the nuclear potential energy considered as a function of the relevant disintegration degrees of freedom. The least energy required for a nucleus to climb out of the hollow is the energy of a "saddle point pass" in the mountain range surrounding the hollow. (There is usually more than one distinct saddle point pass present.) In the case of disintegration using shape degrees of freedom, this is the saddle point for fission. Conversely, in order for the configuration of two approaching nuclei to enter the compound nucleus hollow, the fusing system must find its way from the configuration of tangent target and projectile to the inside of the fission saddle point. The chance of doing this will depend strongly on whether the compactness (say the overall tip to tip length) of the tangent configuration is smaller or greater than the compactness of the saddle point. For light systems the saddle point shape is known to be a fairly elongated dumb-bell like configuration, longer than a typical configuration of two heavy nuclei in contact. In such cases fusion may be expected to take place automatically after contact. But, as is well known, with increasing fissility (roughly proportional to \( Z^2/A \)) the saddle point configuration begins to change from the dumb-bell shape towards the spherical configuration (sometimes modified somewhat by shell effects). This implies that at some critical size of the reacting system
(a critical fissility) the tangent configuration will find itself on the outside of the saddle and, after contact, the system will no longer amalgamate automatically into a compound nucleus (see Fig. 2). The reaction will experience a fusion hindrance caused by the need for the system to climb uphill over the saddle, starting from the “wrong side of the barrier”. The greater the excess of the fissility over the critical value, the more compact the saddle shape and the greater the hindrance to fusion. So, qualitatively, the existence of a fusion hindrance is a question of geometry, the relative compactness of the tangent and saddle configurations.

4 Diffusion over the fission barrier

In a deterministic dynamical process, if the starting (injection) point is on the wrong side of a (fission) barrier, the system will disintegrate with 100% probability. The probability to fuse will be zero. Disregarding quantal barrier penetration, the only chance for the system to fuse will be to rely on thermal fluctuations in the (shape) degrees of freedom. (One could increase the bombarding energy in order to brute-force the system into the hollow, but the price paid in the attending increase in compound nucleus excitation makes this impractical, at least for cold fusion reactions.) On the other hand a thermal fluctuation in the compactness can occasionally carry the system over the barrier into the compound nucleus hollow without increasing the excitation. Idealizing this process as a one-dimensional diffusion over a parabolic barrier (akin to a Brownian diffusion of a particle suspended in a viscous fluid at temperature $T$ and in the presence of a linear field of force) one readily looks up in a textbook [8] the probability $P$(diffuse) that a system started off on the outside of a barrier at an energy $H$ below its top will achieve fusion, viz.

$$P(\text{diffuse}) = \frac{1}{2}(1 - \text{erf}\sqrt{H/T}). \quad (2)$$

This becomes approximately proportional to a familiar Boltzmann factor $\exp(-H/T)$ soon after the argument of the error function has exceeded 1. As an approximation to the effective constant temperature which, in the nuclear case, is not constant but decreases from an initial temperature $T(\text{injection})$ to a lower temperature $T(\text{saddle})$
at the top of the barrier, we originally used the former, but later changed to the more reasonable geometrical mean between the two.

5 The “neck zip”

In order to estimate the Boltzmann argument $H/T$ we make use of an anticipated separation of time scales in the post contact dynamics of target and projectile. It is an everyday observation that contact of two macroscopic drops initiates a very rapid growth of the neck connecting the two pieces, a “neck zip” much faster than the characteristic speeds of other collective degrees of freedom, such as the overall length or the mass ratio of the two pieces. This phenomenon is readily observed in the case of the fusion of two drops/discs of oil floating on water. The fusing of grease circles on the surface of chicken broth provides a familiar example. (An even simpler demonstration of the zip consists of wetting one’s thumb and forefinger and slowly bringing them together. At the instant that the two juxtaposed liquid surfaces touch, a zip takes place, creating a spindle-like liquid neck between the fingers.) The rapidity of the neck zip is due to the large saving in surface energy associated with the filling in of the crevice between the surfaces of the touching drops. The large driving force due to the saving in surface energy is resisted by inertial and/or dissipative forces, but these forces are necessarily small, because they are associated with the rearrangement of only small amounts of matter needed to fill in the crevice. This macroscopic argument appears to be sufficiently general so that it might have a fair degree of relevance also in the nuclear context but, because of the diffuseness of nuclear surfaces, the zip may not be as rapid relative to the other degrees of freedom as for sharp-surfaced drops.

Accepting this separation of time scales, one expects that after contact the neck will grow rapidly at an approximately fixed asymmetry and elongation (compactness) of the system. The growth is expected to carry the system towards the bottom of an “asymmetric fission valley”. This we define as the configuration that minimizes the potential energy with respect to the neck degree of freedom at fixed asymmetry and overall elongation. (Recall the spindle-like neck between the wetted thumb and forefinger.) Since immediately after contact the temperature of the system is close to zero, thermal diffusion will tend to be weighted towards the vicinity of the asymmetric
fission valley, where the temperature is highest. In addition, owing to the initial speed of the zip, little time is available for thermal diffusion in the early stages of the neck growth. An extreme idealization would thus be to assume that the “injection point” at which diffusion effectively begins, is at the bottom of the asymmetric fission valley. The crudeness of this assumption may be mitigated by the introduction at this stage of an adjustable parameter, namely the effective separation between the nuclear surfaces where the neck zip is assumed to take place. Formally, the zip is associated with a loss of stability in the neck-growth degree of freedom. For drops with sharp surfaces this loss of stability takes place at the instant of touching. In the nuclear case the surfaces have considerable diffuseness, of the order of 3 fm. We have not so far succeeded to estimate from first principles at what separation of the diffuse surfaces a zip should take place. (In order of magnitude the distance should be related to the range of nuclear forces.) We shall consider this distance, \( s \), as specified by (say) the separation between the “equivalent sharp” nuclear surfaces, to be an adjustable parameter of our theory. We would expect \( s \) to be somewhere in the range between 0 and 3 fm.

6 The deformation energy along the asymmetric fission valley

In order to estimate this energy we use the familiar parameterization of nuclear shapes by two (unequal) spheres joined smoothly by a third quadratic surface of revolution in the form of a piece of a spheroid, a cone or a hyperboloid of one or two sheets. The macroscopic (liquid drop) energies of such configurations had been tabulated some time ago as functions of three degrees of freedom: elongation, asymmetry and neck size [9]. By fitting simple polynomials to the tabulated values in the relevant range of deformations, it is possible to minimize explicitly the energy with respect to neck size at fixed asymmetry and elongation. There results an algebraic expression for the (macroscopic) deformation energy along the asymmetric fission valley (see Ref. [3], Appendix A). This deformation energy is then plotted as a function of the overall tip-to-tip elongation of the system or, equivalently, as a function of that elongation decreased by the sum of the diameters of the colliding nuclei, as shown in Fig. 3.
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The reason for the latter choice of variable is that, in the entrance channel, this quantity is just the separation, \( s \), between the surfaces of the approaching nuclei. According to the abovementioned idealization one expects the thermal diffusion in the asymmetric fission valley to begin at a value of \( s \) in the range between about 0 and 3 fm.

Figure 3: The macroscopic deformation energies along the asymmetric fission valley for 20 reactions ranging from \( {}^{48}\text{Ca} + {}^{208}\text{Pb} \) to \( {}^{86}\text{Kr} + {}^{209}\text{Bi} \), as functions of \( s \), equal to the excess of the length of the configuration over the sum of the target and projectile diameters. In the entrance channel of two approaching nuclei a length specified by \( s = 0 \) would correspond to contact of the half-density contours, and \( s \approx 2.74 \) fm to the contact between the classical turning points for the nucleons at the Fermi energy. Figure taken from [3].

A glance at the resulting deformation energies along the asymmetric fission valleys for the cold fusion systems with \( Z = 102 \) to \( Z = 118 \) reveals the following situation illustrated in Fig. 3. In the range \( 0 < s < 3 \) fm the deformation energy is virtually flat in the case of \( Z = 102 \), indicating no need for an uphill diffusion to enter.
the compound nucleus hollow. Thus no hindrance to fusion. On the other hand, in the above range of $s$, a considerable hindrance would be expected for $Z = 112$. The injection point lies between 4 and 10 MeV below the level of the saddle-point energy in this case - see Sec. 12. For $Z = 118$ the estimated injection energies in the range $0 < s < 3$ fm would be somewhere between 10 and 21 MeV below the saddle energy.

7 An estimate of the hindrance

As mentioned above, the injection separation $s$ will be treated as an adjustable parameter. Once this is chosen, an estimate of the potential energy at injection is available. In order to estimate $H$, the height of the barrier to be overcome by diffusion, one also needs an estimate of the energy of the relevant saddle point for fission. In the cases of interest the mass of the fission saddle point turns out to be roughly equal to the mass of the macroscopic spherical configuration, as shown in Sec. 12. The other term in the Boltzmann argument $H/T$ is the effective temperature $T$, which we take to be the geometric mean between $T$(injection) and $T$(saddle). These temperatures are estimated from the nuclear excitations at injection and at saddle, equal to the differences between the center of mass energy for the reaction in question and the potential energies of the injection point and of the saddle, respectively. For all the cold fusion reactions in question $T$ turns out to be close to 0.6 MeV.

Taking the observed hindrance in the case of $Z = 112$ as about $10^{-6}$, and applying Eq. (2), we find $H/T \approx 11.3$ and $H \approx 6.8$ MeV. This is in the range of hindrance barriers for $Z = 112$ that we estimated above. It turns out to correspond to an injection separation $s$ of about 1.4 fm (see Fig. 3). Thus we seem to be on the right track and can go on to combine the hindrance factor which we shall call “Diffuse” with the other two (conventional) factors and write the cross section for fusion as

\[
\text{Fusion} = \text{Stick} \times \text{Diffuse} \times \text{Survive}.
\]  

8 Cross section for sticking

This is the cross section for the target and projectile to come into sufficiently intimate contact, so that immediate re-separation
is avoided and, instead of two sub-systems, one is dealing with a single “composite” nucleus. This cross section is often identified with the cross section to overcome a “Coulomb barrier,” the maximum in the potential energy of target and projectile plotted as a function of some suitable approach degree of freedom. In view of our discussion of the neck zip, it is necessary to modify this concept of sticking. For systems with diffuse surfaces it may well happen that a neck zip takes place at a separation between the surfaces which is larger than the location of the Coulomb barrier. Since a neck zip certainly ensures the formation of a stuck, composite mononucleus, the more nearly correct way of defining the criterion for sticking is in terms of a loss of equilibrium in the neck-growth degree of freedom at a critical value of the approach degree of freedom. (R. Bass recognized clearly in 1974 the need to distinguish between a Coulomb barrier and an “interaction barrier,” analogous to our sticking barrier [10].)

The formula for the sticking cross section that we use was patterned on the “barrier distribution scheme” in which one starts with the familiar classical formula for the cross section to overcome a barrier $B$ encountered at separation $R$ between two mass points colliding with center of mass energy $E$, viz. $\pi R^2 (1 - B/E)$. This formula is then generalized by imagining that one is dealing with an assembly of collisions characterized by a Gaussian distribution of barriers around a mean $B_0$, with the result:

$$\text{Stick} = \pi R^2 \frac{v}{2E} \left[ X (1 + \text{erf}X) + \frac{1}{\sqrt{\pi}} \exp (-X^2) \right], \quad (4)$$

where $X = (E - B_0)/v$, and $v$ is the range of the Gaussian.

For $E \gg B_0$ the resulting cross section approaches the geometrical limit $\pi R^2$. For $E < B_0$ it decreases more and more rapidly, eventually at a precipitous rate proportional to $\exp[-(E - B_0)^2/v^2]$, and thus even faster than an exponential. This feature has an interesting effect on the predicted shape of the fusion excitation function, as discussed in Sec.14. Note that Eq. (4) holds independently of whether $B$ is considered to be the Coulomb barrier or, more correctly, the sticking barrier.

In Figs. 4 and 5 we give several examples how well Eq. (4) fits fusion excitation functions for not too heavy nuclear systems, for
Figure 4: Fusion excitation functions measured for the $^{16}\text{O} + ^{144,154}\text{Sm}$, $^{16}\text{O} + ^{186}\text{W}$, and $^{16}\text{O} + ^{208}\text{Pb}$ reactions (full circles) compared with predictions (solid lines) of the “diffused barrier formula”, Eq. (4), for values of $B_0$, $w$ and $R_\sigma$ obtained with the least-square method. In notation of Eq. (4) $w = v/\sqrt{2}$ and $R_\sigma = R$. Figure taken from [11].

which the overcoming the Coulomb barrier inevitably leads to fusion. In Ref. [11] a set of over 50 reactions, for which data on precisely measured fusion excitation functions are available in the literature, had been analyzed in terms of Eq. (4) and thus parameters needed to use this equation for predicting the sticking cross sections had been determined.
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![Fusion Cross Section Graph](image)

Figure 5: Fusion excitation functions measured for the $^{48}\text{Ca} + ^{40,48}\text{Ca}$ [14], $^{58}\text{Ni} + ^{60}\text{Ni}$ [15], and $^{36}\text{S} + ^{110}\text{Pd}$ [16] reactions (full circles) compared with predictions (solid lines) of the “diffused barrier formula”, Eq. (4), for values of $B_0$, $w$ and $R_{\sigma}$ obtained with the least-square method. In notation of Eq. (4) $w = v/\sqrt{2}$ and $R_{\sigma} = R$. Figure taken from [11].

9 Survival probability: competition between neutron emission and fission

We use conventional transition state theory to estimate the relative probability for the disintegration of the excited compound nucleus by neutron emission or fission. This theory predicts this ratio to be the ratio $N_n/N_f$ of the number of levels (decay “channels”) available to the system at the corresponding saddle point configurations. For neutron emission the saddle point is the configuration of the residual nucleus with a neutron (just) outside its surface. For fission it is the fission saddle point configuration. The number of levels in question is the number of excited states in the slots between...
the energy (or mass) of the colliding system, including its center of mass energy, and the masses of the respective saddle points. Note that it is in the nature of things that the ratio $N_n/N_f$ does not require the knowledge of any property of the compound nucleus, such as its neutron separation energy or its fission barrier. In view of a prevalent misconception regarding this point, we would like to stress that, in particular, $N_n/N_f$ does not care about any dependence of the height of the fission barrier on excitation due to a washing out of a shell correction in the ground state of the compound nucleus. What one does need in order to estimate $N_n/N_f$ for a given center of mass energy are the masses of the two saddle points and expressions for their level densities when in an excited state (see Fig. 6).

![Diagram](image)

Figure 6: The relative decay probability by neutron emission or fission is the ratio $N_n/N_f$ of the number of levels ("channels") in the energy intervals between the total available energy (or mass in energy units) and the masses of the neutron emission or fission saddle points, $M_n$ or $M_f$, respectively. Figure taken from [3]
10 Survival probability: avoiding second chance fission

Even after the excited compound nucleus has managed to avoid fission by emitting a neutron in the first round of the competition between the two modes of decay, it might still have sufficient excitation to either emit a second neutron or to fission (depending on which of the two decay modes has a lower threshold). In all the cold fusion reactions in question the fission threshold is lower, so in what follows we will refer to the avoidance of second chance fission, but the same formalism applies if the second neutron threshold is lower. (Recall that we have confined our discussion to one-neutron-out reactions, so emitting a second neutron must also be avoided.) If the center of mass energy $E$ exceeds the second chance fission threshold $E_{th}$, say, the way to nevertheless avoid fission is to arrange for the (first) emitted neutron to have been evaporated with sufficient kinetic energy to bring back the available energy below the threshold value. This probability, $P(K)$, is an integral from $K \equiv E - E_{th}$ to infinity over the neutron’s evaporation spectrum. Using a standard expression for this spectrum one finds [3]

$$P(K) = \left(1 + \frac{K}{T}\right) \exp\left(-\frac{K}{T}\right) \quad \text{for } K > 0,$$

(5)

where $T$ is the temperature of the residual nucleus, typically about 0.6 MeV in our case. When $K < 0$, i.e. when $E$ does not exceed $E_{th}$, $P(K) = 1$. This function $P(K)$ provides a very sharp cut off, with a width of about 0.6 MeV, for the otherwise steeply increasing cross section (see Sec.13). The factor “Survive” in Eq. (3) is the product of $N_n/N_f$ and $P(K)$.

As mentioned above, in reactions at higher excitation energies more neutrons than just one are emitted. Therefore the notion “Survive” means then that a final compound-residue nucleus reaches its ground state avoiding fission all the way of the multi-step deexcitation cascade of light particle emission. Calculation of the survival probability in such a general case of “hot fusion” reaction is a complex multi-branch problem that can be solved only with the Monte Carlo method. A detailed description of the fission-evaporation competition at higher excitation energies is given in Ref. [17] and compar-
isons of the calculated survival probabilities with experimental data are shown in Figs. 7 and 8.

Figure 7: Evaporation residue cross sections for 2n, 3n and 4n reaction channels (full circles, open circles, and full squares, respectively) in the $^{16}\text{O} + ^{208}\text{Pb} \rightarrow ^{224}\text{Th}$ reaction [18] and measured fusion excitation function for this reaction (small open circles) [19]. Theoretical predictions [17] (solid lines) represent the product of the sticking cross section given by Eq. (4) (thick solid line) and survival probability calculated with the Monte Carlo method. Figure taken from [17].

11 The level densities

For the level densities entering $N_n/N_f$ we use the formula for a degenerate Fermi gas modified by conventional corrections for shell
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Figure 8: Evaporation residue cross sections for 3n, 4n and 5n reaction channels (full circles, open circles, and full squares, respectively) in the $^{12}$C + $^{236}$U reaction [20] and measured fusion excitation function for this reaction (small open circles) [21]. Theoretical predictions [17] (solid lines) represent the product of the sticking cross section given by Eq. (4) (thick solid line) and survival probability calculated with the Monte Carlo method. Figure taken from [17].

effects, pairing and nuclear deformations (see Ref. [3], Appendix B). With one exception, mentioned in Sec. 12, we have been disregarding the shell correction at the fission saddle point, relying on the approximate validity of the topographic theorem (see next Section). In the case of the neutron emission saddle we use for the shell correction the expression due to Ignatyuk et al. [22]. We have found an algebraic approximation accurate to 1% for $N_n$, an integral over the Ignatyuk
level density. This leads to an entirely algebraic formula for $N_n/N_f$.

12 The topographic theorem

This theorem explains why even large shell effect fluctuations that may be present in the nuclear deformation energy landscape, are expected to have only a small effect on the energy of a saddle point present in such a landscape. Following the conventional treatment of nuclear deformation energies, imagine the deformation energy landscape to consist of a smooth macroscopic (liquid drop like) background in the form of a saddle, modified by shell correction oscillations of relatively short range that produce local bumps and hollows in the overall saddle-like landscape. In seeking the most economical way of crossing from one low region of the pockmarked saddle to the other, a hiker will certainly avoid going over a bump: he can do better by going around it. But it will also do him little good to go into one of the localized hollows, since he will have to climb out of it again to get anywhere. So in his search for the best way to cross the pock marked saddle he will avoid bumps and ignore hollows. It follows that the lowest energy that he will eventually encounter in his crossing will not be very different from what it would have been if the bumps and hollows had not been there in the first place! This means that shell corrections to macroscopic saddle point energies will be small even if the shell oscillations themselves are large. This expectation is confirmed directly by plotting some 120 measured saddle point masses, available in the range $Z = 71$ to $Z = 100$, as a function of the neutron and proton numbers and verifying that the deviations from smoothness are on the average only about 1 MeV [23], see Fig. 9.

One implication of the topographic theorem is that for heavy nuclei, where the macroscopic fission barrier is about to vanish, and the mass of the macroscopic saddle point is thus close to the macroscopic mass of the sphere, the mass of the fission saddle point even in the presence of shell effects will be close to the mass of the macroscopic sphere. This provides a remarkably simple first estimate of the fission saddle point mass required for calculating the number of channels $N_f$ as well as for estimating the barrier height $H$ entering the diffusion equation (2). However, it is for such heavy nuclei, especially those beyond the point where the macroscopic barrier has vanished,
Figure 9: The black circles represent ground-state shell corrections (deviations of measured ground state masses from masses of the spherical configuration calculated using the Thomas-Fermi theory [24, 25]). Isotopes are connected by lines and the labels help to identify the atomic numbers. The red (open) circles represent shell corrections to macroscopic saddle point energies (deviations of measured saddle masses from calculated Thomas-Fermi saddle masses [26]). Figure taken from [23].

that a systematic deviation from the above elementary estimate may appear for nuclei stabilized by a shell effect. In particular, if a macroscopically unstable nucleus is stabilized by a shell effect in a prolate equilibrium shape, its saddle point will be a configuration with a deformation exceeding the equilibrium deformation by an amount at least sufficient to make the shell correction vanish. The resulting deformation may be quite substantial. Even if, in the spirit of the topographic theorem, we disregard the shell corrections beyond the point where the shell correction vanished, the macroscopic energy at the location of the saddle thus estimated will be below the energy of the unstable macroscopic sphere. This energy difference will grow with increasing fissility of the nucleus, and it may eventually attain a non-negligible magnitude. On the other hand, for very heavy nuclei stabilized by a shell effect in the spherical, rather than in a deformed
configuration, the saddle will also be close to the sphere and the above correction will be much smaller. We have developed a simple prescription for estimating these corrections to the basic version of the topographic theorem (see Ref. [3], Appendix B.2).

13 The anatomy of a fusion excitation function

By putting together the above estimates of “Stick”, “Diffuse” and “Survive”, each a function of the center of mass energy $E$, we can calculate the excitation function for a one-neutron-out cold fusion reaction using Eq. (3).

![Figure 10: The anatomy of a one-neutron-out excitation function for the reaction $^{58}\text{Fe} + ^{208}\text{Pb} \rightarrow ^{265}108 + n$ (see text). Figure taken from [3].](image)

The qualitative appearance of this excitation function follows on general grounds, as illustrated in Fig. 10. It begins its exponential-like increase at the threshold energy for neutron emission, below which $N_n$ is zero, and above which the factors “Stick”, “Diffuse” and $N_n/N_f$ all increase rapidly. This increase is, however, turned into a decrease,
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usually within less than an MeV, by the even more rapidly decreasing exponential cut-off given by Eq. (5). There follow two interesting predictions. First, the anticipated shape of the excitation function is not at all like a Gaussian, but more like two exponentials, one increasing one decreasing, with a slightly rounded-off intersection. The Gaussian-like appearance of most measured cold fusion excitation functions is due to the dispersion of the bombarding energy in a typical target. Second, the peak of the excitation function, close to the intersection region, is determined almost uniquely by the threshold $E_{th}$ for second chance fission or second neutron emission, whichever is lower. It is readily verified that this leads to the following “optimum energy rule”: (Ref. [3], Sec. V)

The optimum center-of-mass bombarding energy in a one-neutron-out heavy ion reaction designed to make a mass $A$ compound nucleus, exceeds by an amount of the order of an MeV either the mass of the fission saddle point of the residual nucleus ($A - 1$) plus the mass of a neutron, or the mass of the residual nucleus ($A - 2$) plus the mass of two neutrons, in both cases reduced by the sum of the masses of target and projectile.

In Figs. 11 and 12 we show two examples of measured excitation functions for synthesis of superheavy elements of $Z = 108$ and 104 in two cold fusion $^{208}\text{Pb}(^{58}\text{Fe},1n)^{265}\text{Hs}$ and $^{208}\text{Pb}(^{50}\text{Ti},1n)^{257}\text{Rf}$ reactions, respectively. These excitation functions are compared with our theoretical excitation functions. Within the accuracy of $\pm 1$ MeV the maxima of the measured distributions agree with our “optimum energy rule”.

Note that neither the entrance channel (sticking) barrier nor the Coulomb or Bass’ reaction barrier, are relevant to the location of the excitation function maximum.

14 The role of the entrance channel barrier

The last statement needs to be qualified. Even though it is true for most cold fusion reactions under study, the entrance channel barrier does influence the shape of the excitation function and, in extreme situations, could influence even its location. In a typical cold fusion reaction the threshold $E_{th}$ turns out to be below $B_0$ by up to a few
Figure 11: Comparison of the theoretical excitation function for the $^{58}$Fe + $^{208}$Pb → $^{265}$Hs + n reaction with measurements. The dotted curve is the theoretical excitation function convoluted with a (rectangular) spread in center of mass beam energy of 4 MeV caused by the finite target thickness. The solid curve results from multiplying the dotted curve by 0.7, and shifting it down by 0.5 MeV. These numbers are a measure of the discrepancy between theory and experiment. Note that the predicted width of the excitation function agrees with measurement. Figure taken from [3].
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Figure 12: This is like Fig. 11, but for the reaction $^{50}$Ti + $^{208}$Pb → $^{257}$Rf + n. Figure taken from [3].

region where the Gaussian increase with energy of the sticking cross section overpowers the exponential decrease due to the cut-off, as must always happen eventually in a competition between a Gaussian and an exponential. The turn-over point in the excitation function gets “unstuck” from the vicinity of $E_{th}$ and is forced to follow $B_0$ at a distance that is not allowed to become too large.

These are the theoretical predictions that follow from the balancing of an exponential cut-off and a sticking cross section that tends to a Gaussian for low energies. Recent measurements at the Berkeley Gas filled Separator using very thin targets appear to provide evidence in line with the above expectations.

15 Theory and measurements

In the above we gave a descriptive outline of the physics that goes into the “Fusion by Diffusion” approach. A particular implementation of this approach is described in [3]. A survey is provided there of the relation of theory to measurements on 12 excitation functions.
producing elements with \( Z = 102 \) to \( Z = 112 \) and the details of the separate factors “Stick”, “Diffuse” and “Survive” are discussed. In that reference one adjustable parameter was introduced, the critical injection distance \( s \) between the nuclear surfaces at which the neck zip is assumed to take place. Its value turned out to be \( s = 1.6 \text{ fm} \).

The cross sections calculated within this particular implementation of the fusion by diffusion model are shown in Fig.1, while predictions regarding the optimum bombarding energies for \(^{1}n\) reaction are illustrated in Figs. 11 and 12. It is seen from these comparisons that at least for the class of cold fusion reactions the production cross sections are very well reproduced by the theory, and moreover the optimum bombarding energies, the key factor in planning long search experiments, can be quite accurately predicted.
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